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ABSTRACT 

 

There is a challenging task to real world website is that they need users and their continous 

attention on their website.The online web navegation’s behavior increase daily,so to 

extract information very intelligentrly from website is difficult.In our paper,we are 

designing a well structured website to facilitate effective user navigation to relink 

webpages to improve user navigability using their web navigation data.Ww are collecting 

the list of user’s visited pages ,and categorizing links and we will apply clustering on them 

. and then ,we are using a data mining algorithm  to improve  the user navigation on a 

website while minimizing alterations to its current structure. 
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INTRODUCTION  

 

Nowadays, the more use of internet provides people more knowledge and information 

in detail. Number of users of internet is increasing day by day. For a user finding desired 

information is not always easy. Therefore, designing effective websites is not easy. Even 

though there are high profile websites, if they are unable to view the desired information, 

then users will ignore these websites. Ratings will be down. Less numbers of users will be the 

visitors [1]. As user increases over www the developer or web master needs to use 

intelligence and concern about intelligent and friendly navigating website. Web mining deals 

with, web content mining, web structure mining, web usage mining.  

Web content mining is also termed as text mining. It is scanning, mining of text 

material, pictures, and graphs. Using this to gather information and then to categorize, 

organize, also providing the best information which is available on www to user, which is 

requested information by user. Web structure mining is mining of links between webpages, 

also termed as hyperlinks. Developer or web master uses information from web usage then 

will change the structure of website and webpages. Web usage mining means to draw 

information as per user navigation and time is spend on webpages, the traversed path, number 

of clicks on webpage, is known as web logs. Developer can then perform predictions like, 

user requirement, number of pages to be add or delete (the pages which are not used often are 

not needed.) [2]. 

 

There are so many examples of user navigation. The restaurant services such as 

making reservations, processing orders, and delivering meals generally requires waiters to 

input customer information and then transmit orders to the kitchen for menu preparation. 

When the customer pays the bill, the amount due is calculated by the cashier. Although this 

procedure is simple, it may significantly increase the waiters’ workload and even cause errors 

in menu ordering or in prioritizing customers, especially when the number of customers 

suddenly increases during busy hours, which can serious degrade overall service quality. 

           Websites are having difficulties in searching and locating the target pages, because of 

poor website design. To design a website, developers should understand how to construct a 

website, which is different from previous website structure. This will be useful in such cases 

where users were unable to search or locate the desired information. So, to avoid such 

problems is not easy while creating a website. Because web developers may or may not have 

proper understanding of user’s preferences and they organize pages on their own preferences 

of their own judgments. Therefore to fulfill the user’s need, the webpages should be 

organized in such a way that it should be match with user’s preferences [3]. 

           The success of any organization of a web site will be determined by site’s information 

architecture matches users’ expectations. Logically, concurrently named site organization that 

allows the users to make successful predictions about where to find things. There are various 

methods of organizing and displaying information and permit the users to increase their 

knowledge from familiar pages to unfamiliar ones. If a developer misleads users with a 

structure that is neither logical nor predictable, or constantly uses different or ambiguous 

terms to describe site features, then the users will be frustrated by the difficulties of getting 
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around the things and understanding what the organization have to offer [4]. Developer don’t 

want user’s mental model of web site to look like fig.1. 

 

Fig.1 Confusing links are made by a developer. 

Such confusing links should not be made by a developer [3].

EXISTING SYSTEM 

          If existing site has more number of pages, then users will expect their web search 

options to find content in the website. In the larger sites, there may be hundreds or thousands 

of pages of content, web search is efficient way to locate the desired content pages or to find 

all pages which mentions that keyword or search phrase.  

          For example, the popular books at the library or the hit songs on iTunes, content usage 

on large web sites are a classic “long-tail” phenomenon [4]: A few items get more attention, 

and the rest get less attention. (Fig. 2). 

 
Fig.2 The “long tail” of web search. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Long_Tail
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Large sites are too much depends individually on web browsing. Mostly used pages are like 

appear on the browsing menus pages. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

           In our proposed system, we have two main modules- Client and Server. 

 

1] Module 1: Client 

 
Fig.3 Client 

 

 

Client has two functions: 

I) Browse Website 

II) Submit User Experience 

User or client used to browse the website. The client browses the website. The 

information of user such as history, time of visiting website, links etc. is known as user’s 

experience. It is then submitted to server. 

 

2] Module 2: Server 

 
Fig.4 Server 
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We are using tomcat apache as a Server. Client and Server are connected through network 

using Servlet. Server is used to store activity log of all user’s based on session in the 

database. Using Data Mining algorithm this database, website can be restructured to 

provide better, easier and faster interfaces. 

 

SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
 

Fig. 5 Architecture 

In this architecture, there are two modules, client and server. Client browses the website and 

submits its experience to the server. Then data is stored into the database. Data mining 

algorithm is applied to get improved website structure. This newly constructed website will 

improve a website, other than reorganizing it. This model will be very effective to real-world 

websites. It will optimally solve the big problems or the huge problems in very few seconds. 

 

Data Mining Algorithm: 

 

           The Data mining algorithm we are using is K-Means. The Algorithm K-means (Mac 

Queen, 1967). This algorithm solves clustering problem. We have created the algorithm using 

data mining. [5] 

 

The algorithm has following steps: 

 

1. Taking sets of user, webpages, and user logs. 

2. All the user logs are stored into database. 

3. Using grab function all user activities is monitored. 

4. The user’s data is then stored into database. 

5. It is denoted as Active log. 

6. Active Log database is created. 

7. Transform function is applied on it. 

8. Clustering is done. 

9. Label these clustered data. 

10. Finally we will get desired result. 
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CONCLUSION 

 

           This model is useful for static websites and not suitable for websites that purely uses 

dynamic pages or have volatile contents. Using Data mining algorithm we will improve the 

navigation effectiveness of a website with minimal changes to its current structure. It will 

improve a website rather than reorganizes it. Most of the complex websites are having a web 

like mesh of many associative links that transcends the usual navigation and site structure. 

So, it will be the clearer and more concrete our website will be the easier for users to jump or 

to navigate freely from one place to another place without feeling any lost We will get this 

clear structure (website) which will allow the user to move more freely and confidently 

through our site.  
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